WIEB HLRW Committee “Breakout” Meeting: Agenda (May 13, 2014)

Our “breakout” meeting at the National Transportation Stakeholders Forum will occur on Tuesday May 13, between 10:30 and 3:15, in the Empire Room at the Crowne Plaza Suites in Bloomington, MN. We will share this period with WIPP-TAG (and use 30-40 minutes for a box lunch), so we have roughly two hours to work with.

One of our purposes will be to prepare ourselves to deliver HLRW Committee reports at two “Ad Hoc Working Group” meetings later on Tuesday afternoon: (1) Section 180(c) Implementation; and (2) National Transportation Plan.

Also, we will receive separate 15 minute visits from Steve O’Connor (DOE-EM) and Jeff Williams (DOE-NFST). These are not precisely scheduled. We will pause to receive them when they show up.

1. Welcome & Agenda Review……………………………………… Ken Niles (5 min.)

2. Short Reports:
   - Changes at WIEB………………………………………….. Jim Williams (5 min.)
   - TX Assessment of HLRW Storage Options………………… Roger Mulder (10 min.)
     Link1: WIEB staff notes
     Link2: TxCEQ Report
   - The 2010 Hanford Consent Decree…………………………… Ken Niles (10 min.)
     Link1: March 31 news report
     Link2: WA letter to DOE March 31
     Link3: DOE Proposal: Summary

3. Section 180(c) Interregional Team……… Tammy Ottmer; Carla Schreiber (40 min.)
   - Ten FY’13 Issues Resolved
     Link1: 10 issues, as reviewed-revised
   - The Funding Allocation Issue:
     o Principles of Agreement
       Link1: Principles, as reviewed-revised
       Link2: State recommendations: reviewed and revised
     o Alternative approaches
       Link1: The Questions
       Link2: The Table
       Link3: The memo

4. The National Transportation Plan…………………………………. (40 min.)
   - The DOE Draft (April 2014)
     Link1: The DOE Draft
     Link2: DOE’s Questions to Consider
   - HLRW Committee Expectations (Draft in process)
     Link1: Expectations Draft-in-process

5. Fall Meeting: place & time………………………………………... (5 min.)